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Abstract

A rigorous formalism for solving the Coulomb scattering problem is presented
in this thesis. The approach is based on splitting the interaction potential into a
finite-range part and a long-range tail part. In this representation the scattering
problem can be reformulated to one which is suitable for applying exterior
complex scaling. The scaled problem has zero boundary conditions at infinity
and can be implemented numerically for finding scattering amplitudes. The
systems under consideration may consist of two or three charged particles.

The technique presented in this thesis is first developed for the case of a
two body single channel Coulomb scattering problem. The method is mathe-
matically validated for the partial wave formulation of thescattering problem.
Integral and local representations for the partial wave scattering amplitudes
have been derived. The partial wave results are summed up to obtain the scat-
tering amplitude for the three dimensional scattering problem. The approach
is generalized to allow the two body multichannel scattering problem to be
solved. The theoretical results are illustrated with numerical calculations for a
number of models.

Finally, the potential splitting technique is further developed and validated
for the three body Coulomb scattering problem. It is shown that only a part
of the total interaction potential should be split to obtainthe inhomogeneous
equation required such that the method of exterior complex scaling can be
applied. The final six-dimensional equation is reduced to a system of three-
dimensional equations using the full angular momentum representation. Such
a system can be numerically implemented using the existing full angular mo-
mentum complex exterior scaling code (FAMCES). The code has been up-
dated to solve the three body scattering problem.
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1. Introduction

Investigation of few body quantum systems is very importantin physics.
Knowledge about the processes in few body systems may give qualitative,
and in many cases quantitative, information for the problems generated by
a large number of interacting particles. Problems appearing in few body
systems can in principle be divided into two classes: bound state problems
and scattering problems. The bound state problems are usually related to
the spectroscopy of such systems while scattering problemsdescribe their
reactions. The main focus in the present thesis is the scattering problem for
systems consisting of two or three particles.

Two body scattering theory is described in many monographs,textbooks,
and reviews [1–5]. The simplest case of two body scattering appears when the
particlesA andB are structureless. Only elastic scattering

A+B→ A+B

is possible in this case. In the multichannel two body scattering problem the
structure of the colliding particles can be partially takeninto account. Thus,
this problem is a model to describe any reactions of the type

A+B→C+D

The application of such models to real processes is often an open question.
The Coulomb scattering problem requires special considerations in both of

the single channel and multichannel cases. The reason for this is the slow de-
crease of the Coulomb potential as the inter-particle distance increases. One
cannot neglect the Coulomb interaction at any inter-particle distance [6]. For-
tunately, the scattering problem with a pure Coulomb interaction has an ana-
lytical solution in the two body case. This solution can be expressed in terms
of so called Coulomb functions (see AppendixA). The Coulomb functions
can be used as a basis set for solving scattering problems with a Coulomb
plus short range interaction.

Another approach to the two body Coulomb scattering problem, namely
potential splitting combined with an exterior complex scaling transformation,
is the subject of this thesis. In this approach the scattering problem is reduced
to a boundary problem with zero boundary condition at infinity. Moreover, it
is possible to avoid using the Coulomb functions in practical calculations. The
history of the applications of such a complex scaling approach to scattering
problems is outlined below to illustrate why the potential splitting is necessary
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if one wants to apply the complex scaling method to the Coulomb scattering
problem.

The complex scaling transformation [7] maps the radial coordinater onto a
pathgα(r) in the upper half of the complex coordinate plane

r 7−→ gα(r) , 0< α ≤ π/2 ,

gα(r)∼ const+ r exp(iα) , as r → ∞ . (1.1)

This method is widely and successfully used when calculatingresonance en-
ergies where the boundary condition at infinity is a purely outgoing wave. It
is well known that the transformation (1.1) converts a purely outgoing wave
to an exponentially decreasing function. Thus, if the scattering problem is re-
formulated in such a way that the boundary condition at infinity is a purely
outgoing wave then, after a complex scaling transformation, one obtains a
problem with zero boundary condition at infinity.

The application of complex scaling to scattering theory was reported for the
first time by Nuttall and Cohen in 1969 [8]. These authors suggest applying
the Hamiltonian operator to the difference between the scattering solution of
the Schrödinger equation and an incident wave, yielding an inhomogeneous
(driven) Schrödinger equation. This difference between these functions ap-
parently behaves as a purely outgoing wave at infinity. Hence, this equation
is suitable for complex scaling. The authors of [8] used the uniform complex
scaling formalism

gα(r) = r exp(iα) . (1.2)

However, it first appeared that such an approach would be limited to the cases
of finite-range and exponentially decreasing potentials. This is due to the fol-
lowing reason. The inhomogeneous (driving) part of the driven Schrödinger
equation is the product of the potential energy and the incident wave. The in-
cident wave after the complex scaling transformation becomes a superposition
of the increasing and decreasing exponential functions at infinity. Hence, the
entire inhomogeneous part may diverge. The class of finite-range and expo-
nentially decreasing potentials form an exception where the method of Ref. [8]
can be successfully applied.

The formulation of Nuttall and Cohen was modified by Rescignoet al
[9] for use on one-dimensional single-channel long-range potentials (except
Coulomb). These authors also start from the equation for the difference be-
tween a scattering solution of the Schrödinger equation andan incident wave.
However, instead of the interaction potentialV (r), they use the finite-range
potentialVR(r), which is defined as

VR(r) =

{
V (r) , r ≤ R ,

0 , r > R .
(1.3)
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The driven Schrödinger equation with this potential does notexperience diffi-
culties with divergence after complex scaling since this potential is of finite-
range. Furthermore, the solution of the unscaled problem with the truncated
potentialVR(r) approaches the solution of the original problem with the entire
potentialV (r) asR→ ∞. As shown in [9] the same is not true for the scaled
equation. The solution of the scaled equation with the potential VR(r) gives
the incorrect scattering amplitude since the function (1.3) is not analytic [7].
Therefore, the authors of [9] suggested that exterior complex scaling should
be used [10,11]. This transformation belongs to a more general type given by
Eq. (1.1). It is defined by the functiongα ,Q whereQ is the exterior scaling
point. The inner interval[0,Q] is mapped into itself

gα ,Q(r) = r , r ≤ Q . (1.4)

If Q≥R, the solution of the scaled equation with the truncated potential VR(r)
approaches the solution of the scaled equation with the entire potentialV (r)
asR→ ∞. One can calculate the scattering amplitude with the desired accu-
racy by choosing a proper value ofR. This method is not applicable to the
Coulomb scattering problem directly since, as it is well known, truncation of
the Coulomb potential leads to noticeable errors for any truncation radiusR.

The potential splitting approach presented in this thesis allows one to ex-
tend the method of exterior complex scaling to the Coulomb scattering prob-
lem. Instead of truncating the potential the entire potential is represented as a
sum,V (r) = VR(r)+V R(r), whereVR(r) is the same as in Eq. (1.3) and the
potential tailV R(r) is given by

V
R(r) =

{
0 , r ≤ R ,

V (r) , r > R .
(1.5)

The approach is based on solving the problem for the potentialtail V R(r)
at the first step. The solution of the scattering problem for the potential tail
V R(r) plays the role of the incident wave. Subtracting this incident wave
from the scattering wave function one obtains a function which asymptotically
behaves as a purely outgoing wave. After the transformation(1.1), with the
functiongα ,Q satisfying (1.4), the boundary problem for this function has zero
boundary condition at infinity. In the practical implementation of the method
the Coulomb wave functions have to be calculated only at the splitting point.
Choosing this point at sufficiently large distances and using the asymptotic ex-
pansion of Coulomb functions one may completely avoid usingthe Coulomb
functions in the calculations.

The three body scattering problem is much more complicated compared to
the two body case. There are many possible outcomes for a reaction in which
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the projectile particleA is scattered off the bound state(BC)

A+(BC)→ A+(BC),

A+(BC)→ A+(BC)∗,

A+(BC)→ B+(AC),

A+(BC)→ B+(AC)∗,

A+(BC)→C+(AB),

A+(BC)→C+(AB)∗,

A+(BC)→ A+B+C,

where the asterisk indicates all possible excited states ofthe bound pair. One
of the most important differences compared to the two body case is that the
three body scattering problem with pure Coulombic inter-particle interaction
does not have a known solution. Therefore, a generalization of the method
described above is of significant interest and in great demand.

In this thesis such a generalization is presented, based on the splitting tech-
nique developed for the case of two body scattering. If the particles B and
C are bound before the collision then the potentialVAB+VAC describes the
interaction between the two colliding systems. Therefore, only the potential
VAB+VAC should be split rather than the total potentialVAB+VAC+VBC. The
splitting distance must be chosen to be large enough in orderto use the asymp-
totic expression for the tail of the potential. The modified incident wave is
constructed as a solution to the scattering problem where the interaction con-
sists of the sum of the bound pair potentialVBC and the tail of the potential
VAB+VAC.

The theoretical studies presented in this thesis may be applied when predict-
ing or analyzing experiments in several areas of physics. Inmolecular physics
it can, as demonstrated in papers IV and V, be applied to multichannel scat-
tering problems involving two charged atoms as well as one charged and one
neutral atom and, trivially, two neutral atoms. The practical realization of the
approach for the two body single and multichannel scattering was achieved in
a newly written FORTRAN code based on the FEM-DVR method described
in [12].

The three body generalization of the method discussed at the end of the the-
sis can, in a similar way, be applied to collisions between charged as well as
neutral atom - diatom systems. However, to reach this far onewould need to
also include several potential energy surfaces in the present three body treat-
ment. This is a task that is beyond the scope of this thesis. The development
of the carefully tested and well optimized code for the threebody calculations
is a significantly large and difficult problem in itself. Fortunately, in the last
few years the theoretical group of the Molecular Physics Division has devel-
oped and applied a full angular momentum complex exterior scaling method
and code (FAMCES) by which bound states and resonances for a number of
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three body systems have been calculated [13, 14]. This method can be ap-
plied to compute the energies, scattering widths, and wave functions related
to the short-lived, intermediate, complexes which are formed in all chemi-
cal reactions. The FAMCES package can be extended to solve the three body
scattering problem.
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2. Solving the two body single
channel Coulomb scattering problem

In the following discussion and derivations, vectors are denoted using bold
font: r. The absolute value of the vector is then justr. The direction of the
vector is written aŝr = r/r. All potentials which are denoted with a subscript
or superscriptRare defined analogously toVR andV R in Eqs. (1.3) and (1.5).

2.1 Formulation of the two body single channel
scattering problem
Consider a quantum scattering process involving two particles. It is assumed
for simplicity that the colliding particles do not have any internal structure,
i.e., corresponding to single channel scattering. The generalization to a mul-
tichannel case, as well as the extension to three body scattering, will be con-
sidered later. The problem can be simplified if the interaction between the
particles only depends on the inter-particle distance

V (r1,r2) = V (|r1− r2|) . (2.1)

Indeed, as it is well known from classical mechanics [15], the motion of two
particles with the massesm1 andm2 considered in the center of mass coordi-
nate system is equivalent to the motion of one particle with the reduced mass
µ = m1m2/(m1+m2) and the relative radius-vectorr = r1− r2 in the central
field V (r).

In real physical processes, the interaction between two compound particles
such as atoms and molecules is much more complicated than theinteraction
described by the central potential. However, the use of evensuch a simple
model in many cases allows us to find the most important features of the pro-
cesses under consideration. Moreover, many results can be directly general-
ized for more difficult cases.

In the following discussion, the stationary approach whichcorresponds to
the scattering of the stationary flux of the particles is used. The particles have a
well defined momentum,k, at large distances from the scattering center, which
is an idealization of the real experiment. The wave function in the coordinate
representation,Ψ(r), satisfies the stationary Schrödinger equation

[
−∆r +V(r)−k2]Ψ(r) = 0 . (2.2)
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Figure 2.1:An idealized scattering experiment.

Here,V = 2µV /h̄2 and ∆r is the Laplace operator, related to the vectorr.
The particle energy,E, is E = h̄2k2/(2µ). The solution of (2.2) is completely
defined if we assume that forr → ∞

Ψ(r) ∼ ei(k,r)+A (r̂ , k̂)
eikr

r
, (2.3)

where(k,r) denotes the scalar product of the vectorsr andk. This asymptotic
expression is consistent with the equation (2.2) for potentials,V(r), which
decrease faster thanr−2 asr → ∞. The first term in (2.3) describes the free
motion of the particle with the momentumk and is called the incident wave.
The second term corresponds to the free motion of the particlemoving away
from scattering center in some directionr̂ and is called the scattered wave. The
amplitudeA characterizes the probability of scattering into this direction.
This amplitude should be defined as a result of solving the equation (2.2)
together with the condition (2.3).

Consider an idealized picture of a typical experiment (Fig.2.1). The flux
of the particles from the sourceS is formed with the following features: the
direction of motionk, energyE, and flux densityI0. The particles collide with
a targetT. As a result of the interaction the particles are scattered into all
directions. The current of the particles moving in the solid angle dΩ around
the directionr̂, dI, is measured using the detectorD. If the particles density
is quite small thendI is proportional to the current densityI0 and to the solid
angledΩ

dI = X(r̂, k̂,E)I0dΩ . (2.4)
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The coefficientX(r̂, k̂,E), which is measured as a ratio,dI/I0dΩ, is called the
differential cross section

dσ
dΩ

≡ X(r̂, k̂,E) . (2.5)

This measurable quantity,dσ/dΩ, is related to the calculated amplitudeA

by the expression

dσ
dΩ

= |A |2 . (2.6)

If the last expression is integrated over all angles the total scattering cross
section is obtained

σ =

∫
|A |2dΩ. (2.7)

2.2 Partial wave decomposition. One-dimensional
scattering problem
The scattering problem for a particle in a central field possesses axial symme-
try with respect to the direction of the free particles motion k̂ . In this case it is
natural to use polar coordinates with the polar axiszdirected along the vector
k̂. Due to symmetry properties, the wave functionΨ(r) depends only on the
absolute value,r, and the polar angle,θ , defined by the scalar product

cosθ = (r̂, k̂). (2.8)

It does not depend on the azimuthal angleϕ , i.e.Ψ(r) = Ψ(r,θ). In this case,
the scattering amplitudeA (r̂ , k̂) can be written as

A (r̂ , k̂) = A (θ). (2.9)

The most general form of the solution to the Schrödinger equation (2.2) is
given by:

Ψ(r,θ) =
1
r

∞

∑̀
=0

a`ψ`(r)P̀ (cosθ) , (2.10)

where P̀ (cosθ) are Legendre polynomials. The radial functionsψ`(r) in
(2.10) satisfy the equation:

[
− d2

dr2 +
`(`+1)

r2 +V(r)−k2
]

ψ`(r) = 0. (2.11)

The requirement for the wave functionΨ(r) to be finite in the entire space
leads to the condition

ψ`(0) = 0 . (2.12)
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The scattering amplitudeA (θ) can be expanded in the basis of the Legendre
polynomials as

A (θ) =
1
k

∞

∑̀
=0

(2`+1)A`P̀ (cosθ) . (2.13)

The coefficientsA` are called the partial wave scattering amplitudes. The
plane wave may be represented as [16]

ei(k,r) = eikr cosθ =
1
kr

∞

∑̀
=0

i`(2`+1) ĵ`(kr)P̀ (cosθ) , (2.14)

where ĵ`(kr) is the Riccati-Bessel function (see AppendixA). From the ex-
pansions (2.10), (2.13) and (2.14) one obtains

a`ψ`(r)∼
1
k

i`(2`+1)

[
sin

(
kr− π`

2

)
+A`e

i(kr− π`
2 )
]

(2.15)

asr → ∞. The last expression provides the correct asymptotic behavior of the
scattering wave functionΨ(r,θ). The coefficients,a`, may be chosen arbitrar-
ily. For the sake of definiteness, we assume that

a` =
1
k

i`(2`+1) . (2.16)

Then, the asymptotic behavior of the functionsψ`(r) is specified as

ψ`(r)∼ sin

(
kr− π`

2

)
+A`e

i(kr− π`
2 ) , r → ∞ . (2.17)

The second-order differential equation (2.11) together with boundary con-
ditions (2.12) and (2.17) can be rewritten as a single integral equation using
the Green’s functionG0(r, r ′):

ψ`(r) = ψ0
` (r)−

∞∫

0

G0(r, r ′)V(r ′)ψ`(r
′)dr′ . (2.18)

Hereψ0
` (r) is the solution of (2.11) for V(r) ≡ 0. The free-particle Green’s

functionG0(r, r ′) is introduced as a solution to the equation

(
− d2

dr2 +
`(`+1)

r2 −k2
)

G(r, r ′) = δ (r − r ′), (2.19)

whereδ (x) is the Dirac delta function. The equation (2.18) leads to the asymp-
totic condition (2.17) if ψ0

` (r) = ĵ`(kr) and

G0(r, r ′) =
1
k

ĵ`(kr<)ĥ
+
` (kr>) , (2.20)
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wherer>(r<) = max(min){r, r ′} and ĥ+` (kr) is the Riccati-Hankel function
(see AppendixA). Using equation (2.18) with the Green’s function (2.20)
gives forr → ∞

ψ`(r)∼ ĵ`(kr)+A`ĥ
+
` (kr) , (2.21)

and

A` =−1
k

∞∫

0

ĵ`(kr′)V(r ′)ψ`(r
′)dr′ . (2.22)

This formula allows calculation of the partial wave scattering amplitude pro-
vided that the solution of (2.18) is known.

The total cross section, defined in (2.7), can be represented as

σ =
4π
k2

∞

∑̀
=0

(2`+1)|A`|2 . (2.23)

In many cases only the few first terms significantly contribute to this sum.
Therefore, the whole problem becomes much simpler, since several indepen-
dent one-dimensional equations are obtained instead of onethree-dimensional
equation.

2.3 Complex scaling approach to scattering theory
The complex scaling transformation [7] maps the radial coordinater onto a
path gα(r) in the upper half of the complex coordinate plane, as described
in (1.1). An arbitrary analytical function ofr, f (r), being complex scaled is
transformed as

[
ĈSα f

]
(r) ≡ f̃ (r) = f (gα(r)) (2.24)

whereĈSα is the complex scaling operator. The scaled function as a function
of r is denoted as̃f (r). The simplest form of the complex scaling method is
uniform complex scaling withgα(r) = qα r andqα = exp[iα ] (Fig. 2.2). The
complex scaling approach to the scattering problem was applied by Nuttall
and Cohen [8] in 1969. The authors suggested an approach which allows one
to solve the scattering problem using trivial zero boundaryconditions for a
wave function at infinity. The general idea of the method is described here.

The radial wave functionψ`(r) introduced in the previous section is repre-
sented as

ψ`(r) = χ`(r)+ ĵ`(kr) . (2.25)
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Figure 2.2:The uniform complex scaling of the real coordinate,r, generates a func-
tion gα(r).

The functionχ`(r) obeys the boundary problem




[
d2

dr2 −
`(`+1)

r2 −V(r)+k2
]

χ`(r) =V(r) ĵ`(kr),

χ`(0) = 0,

χ`(r)∼ A`e
i(kr− π`

2 ).

(2.26)

One can see that the boundary condition for the functionχ`(r) at infinity looks
similar to that for the resonance state boundary problem. Thefunction at infin-
ity behaves as a purely outgoing wave. Therefore, such a boundary condition
can be reduced to the zero boundary condition by a complex scaling transfor-
mation. However, the differential equation acquires the inhomogeneous term.
Such a term changes the properties of the equation. Thus, the boundary prob-
lem (2.26) differs from the resonance state boundary problem.

If one now applies the uniform complex scaling transformation (1.2) to
(2.26) one obtains




[
1

q2
α

d2

dr2 −
`(`+1)

q2
α r2 −V(rqα)+k2

]
χ̃`(r) =V(rqα ) ĵ`(krqα),

χ̃`(0) = 0,

χ̃`(r)∼ A`e
−krsinαei(krcosα− π`

2 ),

(2.27)

whereqα = exp[iα ]. If α ∈ (0,π/2) then

χ̃`(r)→ 0 , (2.28)
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Figure 2.3: Sharp exterior complex scaling of the coordinate,r, maps the interval
[0,Q] onto itself and the interval[Q,∞) on to a path in the upper half of the complex
coordinate plane.

asr → ∞. In order to calculate the scaled functionχ̃` one needs to solve the
problem (2.27) with the zero boundary conditions. A simple exchange of vari-
ables shows that the partial wave scattering amplitudeA` (2.22) can be repre-
sented as

A` =−qα

k

∞∫

0

ĵ`(kqα r ′)V(qα r ′)( ĵ`(kqα r ′)+ χ̃`(r
′))dr′ . (2.29)

Thus, solving the boundary problem (2.27) allows one to solve the scatter-
ing problem. However, as it is pointed out in [8], the method only works for
finite-range or exponentially decreasing potentials. Indeed, the right hand side
of the equation in (2.27) should disappear together with the left-hand side for
r → ∞. However, the complex scaled Riccati-Bessel function grows exponen-
tially for large values of the argument. Thus, the productV(rqα ) ĵ`(kqα r) only
disappears forr → ∞ if the potentialV(r) is of finite range. If it decreases
exponentially, i.e.V(r) ∼ e−ωr , then the method works forω > ktanα. For
potentials which decrease at infinity as the inverse power ofr the method is
not applicable.

An extension of the technique of Nuttall and Cohen for the case of long
range potentials, explicitly except for the Coulomb potential, was presented
by Rescignoet al in 1997 [9]. The authors suggested truncating the potential
at some pointr = R, i.e., to use the potentialVR(r) (defined in (1.3)) in the
equation (2.26). The truncation is valid as long ask2 �V(R) and the potential
decreases faster thanr−2 asr → ∞. The scattering amplitudeA R

` is given by
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the expression

A
R
` =−1

k

R∫

0

ĵ`(kr)V(r)( ĵ`(kr)+ χR
` (r))dr, (2.30)

whereχR
` (r) is the solution to the boundary problem (2.26) with the potential

V(r) replaced byVR(r). In the limit R→ ∞ this solution tends toχ`(r) whereas
the expression (2.30) tends toA`.

The right-hand side of the equation (2.26) does not diverge after the com-
plex scaling if the potentialVR is used instead ofV. However, the potential
VR(r) is not analytic and can not be uniformly scaled. Therefore, the au-
thors of [9] suggested applying exterior complex scaling (ECS) [10, 11] to
the boundary problem (2.26) with the potentialV replaced byVR. The trans-
form gQ,α(r) related to ECS maps the interval[0,Q] onto itself and the interval
[Q,∞) into a path in the upper half of the complex coordinate plane with the
asymptotesgQ,α(r)∼ eiα r, 0< α < π/2. The simplest ECS transformation is
called the sharp ECS (Fig.2.3). The corresponding transform is

gQ,α(r) =

{
r, r ≤ Q,

Q+(r −Q)eiα , r > Q.
(2.31)

The potentialVR is not affected by complex scaling if one takesQ> R. The
solution χ̃R remains unchanged within the region(0,Q). Therefore, this so-
lution can be used in (2.30) to calculate the amplitudeA R

` which approaches
the exact scattering amplitudeA` asR→ ∞.

2.4 Coulomb scattering problem
The asymptotic formula (2.3) is consistent with the equation (2.2) provided
that the potentialV(r) decreases faster thanr−2 asr → ∞. Unfortunately this
latter condition is not valid for one of the most important potentials in physics,
the Coulomb potential. Coulomb scattering thus needs special consideration.
The general form of the asymptotic expression (2.3) is obtained from equa-
tion (2.2) by neglecting the potentialV(r) for larger . However, the Coulomb
potentialV C(r) = Z1Z2/r decreases too slowly and so neglecting this at large
distance is not possible [6]. Therefore, the wave function behaves as a super-
position of distorted waves at infinity

Ψ(r,θ) ∼ ei[krcosθ+η log{kr(1−cosθ )}]+A (θ)
ei[kr−η log2kr]

r
(2.32)

for the potentials with the Coulomb tail. The Sommerfeld parameter,η , is
introduced asη = Z1Z2µ/(kh̄2). The expression (2.32) is written for the case
when the polar axisz is directed along the vectork.
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In spite of these difficulties, it turns out that a scatteringtheory can be built
for those potentials which decrease asr−1 at infinity. This is possible since,
for the pure Coulomb interaction, the equation (2.2) has an analytical solution
ΨC (see AppendixA). Moreover, ifV (r)≡V C(r) the solution of the equation
(2.11) is expressed in terms of the regular and irregular Coulomb functions,
F̀ (η ,kr) andG`(η ,kr) (see AppendixA). It is also possible to consider the
case when the interaction potentialV (r) is the sum of the Coulomb potential
and some short-range potentialV s(r) which decreases faster thanr−2 asr →
∞

V (r) = V
C(r)+V

s(r). (2.33)

The radial functionψ`(r) then satisfies the Schrödinger equation

[
− d2

dr2 +
`(`+1)

r2 +
2kη

r
+V(r)−k2

]
ψ`(r) = 0, (2.34)

whereV = (2µ/h̄2)V s. The solution of (2.34) also obeys the boundary condi-
tions

{
ψ`(0) = 0,

ψ`(r)∼ eiσ` F̀ (η ,kr)+A s
` u+` (η ,kr), as r → ∞.

(2.35)

Here the linear combination of the solutions,u+` (η ,kr) =
e−iσ` (G`(η ,kr)+ iF`(η ,kr)), shows purely outgoing wave asymp-
totic behavior (see AppendixA). The phase shiftσ` is called the Coulomb
phase shift (see AppendixA). The problem is to find the partial wave
scattering amplitudeA s

` caused by the potentialV(r) .
The Green’s function (2.20) can not produce the correct asymptotic behav-

ior of the solution. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the Coulomb Green’s
functionGC(r, r ′) which is introduced as a solution to the equation

[
− d2

dr2 +
`(`+1)

r2 +
2kη

r
−k2

]
GC(r, r ′) = δ (r − r ′) . (2.36)

This has the form

GC(r, r ′) =
1
k

eiσ` F̀ (η ,kr<)u
+
` (η ,kr>). (2.37)

The solutionψ` of (2.34) with the boundary conditions (2.35) satisfies the
integral equation

ψ`(r) = eiσ` F̀ (η ,kr)−
∞∫

0

GC(r, r ′)V(r ′)ψ`(r
′)dr′. (2.38)
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After substitution of the Green’s function in this equationone obtains the in-
tegral representation for the amplitude caused by the potential V(r)

A
s
` =−1

k

∞∫

0

eiσ` F̀ (η ,kr′)V(r ′)ψ`(r
′)dr′ . (2.39)

The full partial wave scattering amplitudesA` are then given by the sum

A` = A
C
` +A

s
` . (2.40)

The partial wave Coulomb scattering amplitudesA C
` are related with the

Coulomb phase shifts by the expression

A
C
` =

exp(2iσ`)−1
2i

. (2.41)

In the two body scattering problem the Coulomb potential canbe imple-
mented into the complex scaling approach described above ifthe radial func-
tion ψ` is represented as

ψ`(r) = χ`(r)+eiσ` F̀ (η ,kr) (2.42)

instead of that in (2.25). Then, the right hand side of the inhomogeneous equa-
tion (2.26) will be represented by a product

(
−eiσ` F̀ (η ,kr)V(r)

)
. The poten-

tial V(r) decreases faster thanr−2 asr → ∞. Therefore, its truncation at some
large pointr = R is a good approximation and one can use the technique de-
veloped by Rescignoet al [9]. This approach has been successfully used for
calculations in atomic [17] and nuclear [18] physics. Unlike the two body
case, the analytic solution for the Coulomb problem does notexist if three or
more particles are involved in the scattering process.

2.5 Potential splitting approach to solving the
Coulomb scattering problem
In order to implement numerically the representation (2.42), it is necessary to
calculate the Coulomb functionsF̀ (η ,kr) for the coordinatesr ∈ (0,R) where
R is the truncation radius used in the method of Rescignoet al. In this section
an alternative approach, called the potential splitting approach, is developed.
This results in a representation of the partial wave functionψ`(r) which does
not require a calculation of the Coulomb wave functions in the region(0,R).
Instead, the Coulomb wave functions only have to be calculated at a single
point. The potential splitting approach has several important advantages over
the method based on the representation (2.42). First, the computation of the
Coulomb functions in the whole region(0,R) can take the noticeable part of
the whole calculation, especially if large number of momenta ` need to be
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included. Second, one can make the splitting point in the splitting potential
approach large enough in order to use the simple asymptotic expressions for
the Coulomb functions. In this case the Coulomb functions are completely
eliminated from the calculation. Such a possibility has great benefits if the
approach is generalized to the three body case where an analytical solution
for the Coulomb problem does not exist.

It is convenient to denote the Coulomb potential asC(r) = 2kη/r in order
to describe the potential splitting method. The total potential, {C(r)+V(r)},
is split into a sum

C(r)+V(r) =CR(r)+VR(r)+CR(r)+VR(r).

of a finite range core part and a long range tail part. The partial wave function
ψ`(r) is represented as

ψ`(r) = χ`(r)+ψR
` (r) (2.43)

where the scattering-on-tail wave functionψR
` (r) is introduced instead of the

incident waveeiσ` F̀ (η ,kr) used in (2.42). The scattering-on-tail wave func-
tion ψR

` (r) is constructed as a solution to the scattering problem with the tail
of the total potential

{
CR(r)+VR(r)

}





[
− d2

dr2 +
`(`+1)

r2 +CR(r)+VR(r)−k2
]

ψR
` (r) = 0,

ψR
` (0) = 0,

ψR
` (r)∼ eiσ` F̀ (η ,kr)+A R

` u+` (η ,kr), as r → ∞.

(2.44)

Such a function can easily be constructed if one can neglect the tail of the
potentialV(r) and setVR(r) ≡ 0. It is noted that neglecting the tail of the
short-range potentialV(r) does not lead to the principal error as distinct to
neglecting the tail of the Coulomb potentialC(r). If VR(r) ≡ 0, the analytical
solutions for the problem (2.44) exist in the regions(r < R) and(r > R)

{
ψR
` (r) = aR

` ĵ`(kr), r < R,

ψR
` (r) = eiσ` F̀ (η ,kr)+A R

` u+` (η ,kr), r > R.
(2.45)

The requirement for the wave function and its derivative to obey the continuity
conditions

ψR
` (R−0) = ψR

` (R+0),
d
dr

ψR
` (r)

∣∣∣∣
r=R−0

=
d
dr

ψR
` (r)

∣∣∣∣
r=R+0

,
(2.46)

at the pointr =Rcompletes the construction ofψR
` . This construction provides

a way to calculateaR
` andA R

`

aR
` =

k

WR(u
+
` , ĵ`)

, (2.47)
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A
R
` =

exp[2i arg
(
aR
`

)
]−exp[2iσ`]

2i
, (2.48)

whereWR( f ,g) denotes the Wronskianf (r)g′(r)− f ′(r)g(r) calculated atr =
R for the functionsf = u+(η ,kr) andg= ĵ`(kr). One can also construct the
function ψR

` without neglecting the potential tailVR(r). This is described in
more detail in paper I.

Once the functionψR
` has been constructed one can substitute the represen-

tation (2.43) into the boundary problem (2.34), (2.35) and obtain the boundary
problem for the functionχ`(r)





[
− d2

dr2 +
`(`+1)

r2 +C(r)+V(r)−k2
]

χ`(r) =

− [CR(r)+VR(r)] ĵ`(kr)aR
` ,

χ`(0) = 0,

χ`(r)∼
(
A s

` −A R
`

)
u+` (η ,kr), as r → ∞.

(2.49)

Such a problem is similar to the one considered by Rescignoet al [9]. If there
is no Coulomb interaction thenη = 0, aR

` ≡ 1, A R
` ≡ 0 and the problem (2.49)

is exactly the same as in the paper [9]. However, the formulation (2.49) also
allows one to consider two body single channel scattering including Coulomb
interaction. Applying the exterior complex scaling to (2.49) one obtains the
problem with zero boundary conditions:





(
H̃`−k2

)
χ̃`(r) =− [CR(r)+VR(r)] ĵ`(kr)aR

` ,

χ̃`(0) = 0,

χ̃`(∞) = 0,

(2.50)

whereH̃` = ĈSQ,αH`ĈS
−1
Q,α is the partial wave Hamiltonian operator after the

exterior complex scaling with the scaling angleα and the exterior scaling
radiusQ. As it is shown in paper I the total partial wave scattering amplitude
A` can be found using the integral representation

A` = A
C
` +A

R
` − aR

`

k

∫ R

0
ĵ`(kr)(V(r)+C(r))

(
aR
` ĵ`+ χ̃`(r)

)
dr. (2.51)

if the solution of (2.50) has been calculated. One can also use the local repre-
sentation for the amplitude

A` = A
C
` +A

R
` + χ̃`(R)/u+(η ,kR). (2.52)

if the potential tailVR(r) can be neglected.
In order to compute the quantitiesaR

` andA R
` using relations (2.47) and

(2.48) one has to calculate the Coulomb functions at the single point, r = R.
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If kR� `(`+1)+η2 the asymptotic expressions for the Coulomb functions
can be used andaR

` can be calculated analytically as

aR
` =̃ eiη log2kR. (2.53)

The corresponding formula forA R
` can be found from (2.48).

It is demonstrated in paper III of this thesis that the potential splitting ap-
proach can be developed not only for the partial wave formulation (2.11) but
also for the initial two body scattering equation (2.2). The three-dimensional
scattering-on-tail functionΨR(r,θ) is defined as a solution to the equation
(2.2) with the potentialV(r) replaced withVR(r)+CR(r). This function has
the form

{
ΨR(r,θ) = âRΨ0(r,θ), r < R,

ΨR(r,θ) = ΨC(r,θ)+Ψsc(r,θ), r > R,
(2.54)

if VR(r) ≡ 0. The integral operator̂aR in the expression (2.54) can be repre-
sented as

âR =
∞

∑̀
=0

aR
`

2`+1
2

|P̀ 〉〈P̀ | (2.55)

in the basis of Legendre polynomialsP̀ (cosθ) while Ψ0(r,θ) is the plane
wave in the Legendre polynomials representation (see equation (2.14)). The
functionΨC is defined in the AppendixA while the functionΨsc can be rep-
resented as

Ψsc(r,θ) =
∞

∑̀
=0

(2`+1)i`A R
` u+(η ,kr)P̀ (cosθ). (2.56)

In the limit, r → ∞, this function behaves as

Ψsc(r,θ) ∼ A
R(θ)exp[i(kr−η log2kr)]/r, (2.57)

where

A
R(θ) =

1
k

∞

∑̀
=0

(2`+1)A R
` P̀ (cosθ). (2.58)

The functionΨR(r,θ) is obtained by summing the partial wave series with
the expression (2.45) and should be considered as a distribution rather than a
usual function.

The important property of the operatorâR is that forR→ ∞ it can be repre-
sented by the asymptotic expression

âR ∼ eiη log2kRÎ , (2.59)
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whereÎ is the unit operator. Such a representation follows from thefact that
the constantsaR

` asymptotically do not depend on the angular momentum`
as described in (2.53). One can also show (see the paper III) that in the limit
R→ ∞ the amplitudeA R(θ) behaves as

A
R(θ) ∼−A

C(θ)+
2
k

eiη log2kRsin(η log2kR)δ (1−cosθ), (2.60)

whereA C(θ) is the Coulomb scattering amplitude (see AppendixA). This
property (2.59) is important for the further development of the potential split-
ting approach to the three body scattering.
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3. Solving the two body multichannel
Coulomb scattering problem

3.1 Formulation of the two body multichannel
scattering problem.
Consider the two particle multichannel scattering problemwith M channels.
It is assumed that the interaction between the particlesVnm (n,m= 1, . . . ,M)
depends only on the inter-particle distancer and, whenr → ∞, can be asymp-
totically represented as

Vnm(∞) = δnmtn . (3.1)

The quantitiestn = Vnn(∞) are called the thresholds. The total interaction is
given by the sum

Vnm(r) = δnm
Zn

1Zn
2

r
+V

s
nm(r)+δnmtn . (3.2)

The first diagonal term corresponds to the Coulomb interaction while V s
nm(r)

describes the short-range interaction, which is assumed todecrease faster than
r−2 for large particle separations, i.e.

lim
r→∞

V
s

nm(r)r
2 = 0. (3.3)

The partial wave multichannel Schrödinger equation for a given angular mo-
mentum` (see for example [3–5]) has the form of a set of equations for partial
wave functionsΨ`

f i(r)

(
− d2

dr2 +
`(`+1)

r2 +
2kf η f

r
−k2

f

)
Ψ`

f i(r)+
M

∑
n=1

Vf n(r)Ψ`
ni(r) = 0 . (3.4)

Here the coupling terms are of the formVnm(r) = (2µ/h̄2)V s
nm(r), the mo-

mentumkn and the Sommerfeld parameterηn in the n-th channel are de-
fined through the energyE by the expressionsk2

n = 2µ(E− tn)/h̄2 andηn =
Zn

1Zn
2 µ/(knh̄2).

The partial wave functionsΨ`
f i(r) satisfy the regularity condition at the

origin

Ψ`
f i(0) = 0 , (3.5)
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while, asr → ∞, they behave as

Ψ`
f i(r)∼ δ f ie

iσ i
` F̀ (ηi ,ki r)+u+` (η f ,kf r)A s

f i . (3.6)

Here, the functionsu±` (ηn,knr) are defined by using the regular (irregular)
Coulomb wave functions andσn

` is the Coulomb phase shift in then-th channel
(see AppendixA). The quantitiesA s

f i are the scattering amplitudes due to the
short-range interactionV. Their dependence oǹandE is assumed implicitly.
The total scattering amplitudes are given by the sum

A f i = A
C
f δ f i +A

s
f i

where

A
C
f =

exp(2iσ f
` )−1

2i
(3.7)

are the partial wave Coulomb scattering amplitudes. The partial wave cross
sections are then determined by their amplitude through thestandard expres-
sion

σ `
f i =

kf

k3
i

4π(2`+1)
∣∣A f i

∣∣2 . (3.8)

The total cross section corresponding to the reactive scattering transitioni → f
is given by the sum over the momenta

σ tot
f i =

∞

∑̀
=0

σ `
f i . (3.9)

In the following discussion it is useful to introduce matrixnotation, consid-
ering the set of the wave functionsΨ`

f i(r) as a square matrix with the indicesf
andi running over all values from1 to M. The matrices of such a structure will
be denoted by bold letters. In such matrix notation Eq. (3.4) takes the form

(
H0+L(r)+C(r)+V(r)−k2)ΨΨΨ(r) = 0 . (3.10)

Here,k andH0 represent the diagonal matriceskn δnm and−d2/dr2δnm. The
centrifugal termL(r), the Coulomb interactionC(r) and the short range po-
tential coupling matrixV(r) are defined by the following matrix elements
`(`+ 1)/r2 δnm, 2knηn/r δnm andVnm(r), respectively. The total Hamiltonian
matrix reads

H = H0+L(r)+C(r)+V(r).

The regularity condition (3.5) takes the matrix form

ΨΨΨ(0) = 0 . (3.11)

By introducing the diagonal matrix[uuu(r)]nm = u+` (ηn,kn r)δnm the boundary
condition (3.6) can be rewritten as follows

ΨΨΨ(r)∼ F(r)+u(r)As, r → ∞ , (3.12)
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whereF(r) = [u(r)D−u∗(r)]/(2i) and[D]nm= exp[2iσn
` ]δnm. The amplitude

matrix As due to the short-range interactionV is constructed from the partial
wave scattering amplitudesAs

f i with all possible values of the indicesf andi.
The total scattering amplitude matrix is then given by the sum

A = AC+As, (3.13)

where the Coulomb scattering amplitude matrix (3.7) is denoted asAC.

3.2 Potential splitting approach to the multichannel
scattering problem.
In a similar approach to that undertaken in the one channel case the total po-
tential matrix is split into a finite range core part and a longrange tail part

C(r)+V(r) = CR(r)+VR(r)+CR(r)+VR(r). (3.14)

The scattering-on-tail wave functionΨΨΨR is constructed in two steps.
First, the auxiliary functionψR(r) is introduced as a solution to the multi-

channel scattering problem with a Coulomb tailCR as a potential. It satisfies
the system of equations

[
H0+L(r)+CR(r)−k2]ψR(r) = 0. (3.15)

All the matrices in the parenthesis are diagonal. Therefore,the system of equa-
tions (3.15) can be separated into a set of independent single equations. The
matrix functionψR(r) is then a diagonal matrix containing the one channel
functions constructed (2.45) in the previous chapter as the diagonal elements.
One can also introduce the diagonal matrixuR(r) which solves the same ma-
trix equation (3.15) but behaves as a pure outgoing wave at infinity. Then, the
Green’s functiongR can be introduced by the standard formula

gR(r, r ′) = k−1ψR(r<)uR(r>), (3.16)

wherer>(r<) = max(min)[r, r ′]. This is possible since the diagonal matrices
ψR anduR commute. By construction the Green’s function obeys the equation

[
H0+L(r)+CR(r)−k2]gR(r, r ′) = Iδ (r − r ′), (3.17)

whereI denotes the unit matrix.
In the second step, the scattering-on-tail wave function isintroduced as a

solution to the scattering problem




[
H0+L(r)+CR(r)+VR(r)−k2

]
ΨΨΨR(r) = 0,

ΨΨΨR(0) = 0,

ΨΨΨR(r)∼ F(r)+u(r)AR, r → ∞ .

(3.18)
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The solution to (3.18) is conveniently obtained from the solution of the
Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation

ΨΨΨR(r) = ψR(r)−
∞∫

R

dr′gR(r, r ′)VR(r ′)ΨΨΨR(r ′). (3.19)

This equation uses both the solutionψR and the Green’s functiongR that are
constructed above. Due to (3.3) these type of equations have a unique solution
[2]. From this equation it follows thatΨΨΨR(r), similar toψR(r), takes a different
functional form ifr ≤ Ror r > R. The Green’s function for the problem (3.18)
satisfies the Lippmann-Schwinger equation

GR(r, r ′) = gR(r, r ′)−
∞∫

R

dr′′ gR(r, r ′′)V(r ′′)GR(r ′′, r ′). (3.20)

and asymptotically behaves as

GR(r, r ′)∼ k−1u(r)ψRT
(r ′). (3.21)

whenr → ∞ andr ′ < R.
Once the scattering-on-tail wave functionΨΨΨR(r) has been constructed the

scattering wave functionΨΨΨ(r) can be represented as

ΨΨΨ(r) = X(r)+ΨΨΨR(r). (3.22)

The functionX(r) obeys the driven equation

(H−k2)X(r) =− [CR(r)+VR(r)]ΨΨΨR(r). (3.23)

and at infinity behaves as a purely outgoing wave. Applying the exterior com-
plex scaling to the boundary problem forX(r) one obtains the problem





(
H̃−k2

)
X̃(r) =− [CR(r)+VR(r)]ψR(r) ,

X̃(0) = 0 ,

X̃(∞) = 0 ,

(3.24)

for the scaled functioñX(r) with zero boundary conditions.
Rewriting the boundary problem (3.24) in the form of integral Lippmann-

Schwinger equation with the Green’s function (3.20) and using the asymptotic
expression (3.21) one obtains the integral representation for the scattering am-
plitude matrix

A = AC+AR−k−1
∫ R

0
ψRT

(r ′)(C(r ′)+V(r ′))(ψR(r ′)+ X̃(r ′))dr′. (3.25)

It is shown in paper IV that the scattering amplitude matrix can also be found
from the local representation

A = AC+AR+u−1(R)X̃(R) . (3.26)
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4. Solving the three body Coulomb
scattering problem

4.1 The three body scattering problem. Jacobi
coordinates
The wave function for a system of three particles interactingvia pairwise po-
tentials obeys the Schrödinger equation

(
−

3

∑
β=1

h̄2

2mβ
∆rβ + ∑

α<γ
Vαγ(rα − rγ)− Ẽ

)
Ψ̃(r1,r2,r3) = 0, (4.1)

whereẼ is the total energy of the system andrβ is the radius vector of the
β -th particle with the massmβ . As it was assumed in the preceding chapters,
the potentialsVαγ(r) contain the following Coulomb and short range parts

Vαγ(r) =
ZαZγ

r
+V

s
αγ(r). (4.2)

The potential energy term is invariant with respect to the translation,rβ →
rβ + a, β = 1,2,3, of all particles by any constant vectora. Therefore, the
motion of the system as a whole and the relative motion of the particles can
be separated. This separation is conventionally done by introducing the radius
vector of the common center of massR

R =
m1r1+m2r2+m1r2

M
, M = m1+m2+m3, (4.3)

and the set of relative coordinates which are invariant withrespect to the trans-
lations. The most suitable choice for the latter is the set of the Jacobi vectors
(Fig. 4.1)

xα = rβ − rγ ,

yα = rα −
mβ rβ +mγrγ

mβ +mγ
. (4.4)

In the following discussion it is assumed that a set{α ,β ,γ} is a cyclic per-
mutation of{1,2,3}.

In fact, the equations (4.3) and (4.4) represent the mappings{r1,r2,r3} →
{R,xα ,yα}, α = 1,2,3. The Jacobi vectors with the different subscripts are
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Figure 4.1:Jacobi vectors. Here the set{α,β ,γ} is a permutation of the set{1,2,3}.

related by the following linear transformation

xβ = C1
βα xα +S1

βαyα ,

yβ = C2
βα xα +S2

βαyα . (4.5)

The coefficientsC1,2
βα ,S

1,2
βα depend only on the masses of the particles [19].

With the use of the coordinatesR,xα ,yα the three body Hamiltonian

H̃ =−
3

∑
β=1

h̄2

2mβ
∆rβ + ∑

α<γ
Vαγ(rα − rγ) (4.6)

can be represented as the sum of two terms

H̃ =− h̄2

2M
∆R +H. (4.7)

Here,H represents the Hamiltonian describing the relative motionof the sys-
tem of three particles

H =− h̄2

2µβ ,γ
∆xα −

h̄2

2µα ,βγ
∆yα +

3

∑
β=1

Vβ (xβ ). (4.8)

The reduced masses are defined asµβ ,γ = mβ mγ/(mβ + mγ) and µα ,βγ =
(mβ +mγ)mα/(mα +mβ +mγ) and the standard convention

Vβ ≡ Vαγ (4.9)
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is used provided that the set{α ,β ,γ} is a cyclic permutation of{1,2,3}. It is
important to notice that the kinetic energy operator

H0 =− h̄2

2µβ ,γ
∆xα −

h̄2

2µα ,βγ
∆yα (4.10)

is invariant with respect to the cyclic permutations of the indices{α ,β ,γ}
[19].

The Schrödinger equation (4.1) can now be written in the form
(
− h̄2

2M
∆R +H

)
Ψ̃ = ẼΨ̃, (4.11)

and solved by the separation of the variables

Ψ̃ = exp[i (P,R)]Ψ(x,y). (4.12)

Here,P is the momentum of the center of mass of the system. The wave func-
tion Ψ(x,y) describes the relative motion of the three particles and obeys the
Schrödinger equation

HΨ = EΨ. (4.13)

The pair{x, y} represents any pair of Jacobi vectors{xα ,yα}, (α = 1,2,3).
The momentum,P, the energy of the relative motion,E, and the total energy
of the system,̃E, are related by the energy conservation law

Ẽ =
h̄2P2

2M
+E. (4.14)

It is assumed here that the inter-particle two body potentials are central, i.e.

Vβ (xβ ) = Vβ (xβ ). (4.15)

The Schrödinger equation (4.13) can be written explicitly as
(
− h̄2

2µβ ,γ
∆xα −

h̄2

2µα ,βγ
∆yα +

3

∑
β=1

Vβ (xβ )−E

)
Ψ(x,y) = 0. (4.16)

The three body scattering problem implies that one of the particles marked
here asα (α is the integer from1 to 3) is scattered off a bound state of the two
other particles{βγ}. The respective solutions to the Schrödinger equation
(4.16) should be defined by specifying the asymptotic behavior of the wave
functionΨ(x,y) at large particle separations [19]. In order to define the con-
figuration of the system before the collision, the incident waveΦK0

α
(xα ,yα)

should be introduced as the solution to the Schrödinger equation
(
− h̄2

2µβ ,γ
∆xα +Vα(xα)−

h̄2

2µα ,βγ
∆yα +V

as
α (yα)

)
ΦK0

α
(xα ,yα)

= EΦK0
α
(xα ,yα ). (4.17)
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Here, the potentialV as
α is introduced as an asymptotic Coulomb interaction

between the spectator particleα and the bound-pair of particles{βγ}. This
potential is obtained from the asymptotic expression

ZαZβ

xγ
+

ZαZγ

xβ
∼ Zα

yα

(
Zβ

|S1
γα |

+
Zγ

|S1
βα |

)
, xα � yα , (4.18)

and can be written in the form

V
as

α (yα) =
Zα Z̃βγ

yα
. (4.19)

The effective chargẽZβγ is introduced as

Z̃βγ =
Zβ

|S1
βα |

+
Zγ

|S1
βα |

. (4.20)

The solution to the equation (4.17) is obtained by the separation of variables

ΦK0
α
(xα ,yα) = ϕK0

α
(xα)ΨC(yα ,pK0

α
). (4.21)

Here the two-body bound state-wave functionϕK0
α
(xα ) obeys the equation

(
− h̄2

2µβ ,γ
∆xα +Vα(xα)

)
ϕK0

α
(xα ) = εK0

α
ϕK0

α
(xα) (4.22)

and is normalized as
∫

dr |ϕK0
α
(r)|2 = 1. (4.23)

The multi indexK0
α contains all quantum numbers which specify the bound

state and binding energyεK0
α
. The wave functionΨC(yα ,pK0

α
) represents the

scattering state for the asymptotic Coulomb potentialV as
α (yα)

(
− h̄2

2µα ,βγ
∆yα +

Zα Z̃βγ

yα
−p2

K0
α

)
ΨC(yα ,pK0

α
) = 0 (4.24)

and is given by the confluent hypergeometric function (see AppendixA). In
the limit, yα → ∞, the leading term of the incident wave may be given by a
distorted cluster plane wave

ΦK0
α
∼ ϕK0

α
(xα)exp

[
i(pK0

α
,yα)+ iηK0

α
log{pK0

α
yα − (pK0

α
,yα)}

]
, (4.25)

where the Sommerfeld parameterηK0
α

is defined as

ηK0
α
=

µα ,βγ Zα Z̃βγ

h̄2pK0
α

. (4.26)
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The energy,E, of the incident wave is defined by the energy,εK0
α
, of the bound

pair{βγ} and the energy of the particleα ,

E =
h̄2p2

K0
α

2µα ,βγ
+ εK0

α
. (4.27)

The physical structure of the three particle system after thecollision may be
described by one of three different possibilities. The first type is when there is
no rearrangement as a result of the collision. The particleα flies away while
the two other particles are still bound and the bound state isdescribed by the
new set of quantum numbersKα . The wave function in this case asymptoti-
cally behaves as

Ψ(x,y) ∼ ΦK0
α
(xα ,yα)

+∑
Kα

1
yα

exp[i(pKα yα −ηKα log{2pKα yα})]ϕKα (xα )AKα ,K0
α
(ŷα),

xα � yα , yα → ∞. (4.28)

The quantitiesAKα ,K0
α
(ŷα ) represent the amplitudes for the inelastic transition

of the target bound state with quantum numbersK0
α to the bound state with

quantum numbersKα . The elastic scattering amplitude has the form

A
C(pK0

α
, ŷα)+AK0

α ,K0
α
(ŷα),

where the Coulomb scattering amplitudeA C(pK0
α
, ŷα) is the contribution

to the entire elastic scattering amplitude from the incident wave (see
AppendixA).

The collision also may lead to a rearrangement of the system. In this case
the particleα forms the bound state together with one of the other particles
while the third particle flies away to infinity. The scattered spherical wave in
this case is factorized if one uses the Jacobi vectorsxβ andyβ whereβ 6= α
denotes the escaping particle

Ψ(x,y) ∼ ∑
Kβ

1
yβ

exp
[
i
(

pKβ yβ −ηKβ log{2pKβ yβ}
)]

ϕKβ (xβ )AKβ ,K
0
α
(ŷβ )

xβ � yβ , yβ → ∞, β 6= α . (4.29)

Here,Kβ denotes the quantum numbers of the bound pair after the collision
andηKβ is the Sommerfeld parameter characterizing the Coulomb interaction
between the particleβ and the bound pair. The rearrangement amplitudes are
denoted asAKβ ,K

0
α
(ŷβ ).

Finally, a break-up process is also possible when all the particles after the
collision are in the continuum. In this case the asymptotic condition for the
wave function is

Ψ(x,y) ∼ A0,K0
α

exp
[
i(1

h̄

√
Eρ − iη0 log{2

h̄

√
Eρ})

]

ρ5/2
, (4.30)
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where the quantitiesρ andη0 are defined through

ρ =
√

2µα ,β x2+2µαβ ,γ y2, η0 =
1

2
√

E
∑
t

ηt
ρ
xt
, (4.31)

andA0,K0
α

is the break-up amplitude.

4.2 The potential splitting approach to the Coulomb
scattering problem
The driven Schrödinger equation is suitable for the complex scaling transfor-
mation if it supports the following two properties. First, the solution in all
asymptotic regions of the scaled coordinates is the superposition of the purely
outgoing waves. Second, the inhomogeneous (driven) term ofthis equation,
which is the product of the incident wave and the interactionpotential, asymp-
totically vanishes in the upper half plane of the coordinatecomplex plane.
Such a driven equation for the system of three neutral particles can easily be
constructed. The wave functionΨ(x,y) in this case is represented as

Ψ(x,y) = ΦK0
α
(xα ,yα )+U(x,y). (4.32)

The functionU(x,y) satisfies the inhomogeneous equation
(

H0+
3

∑
β=1

Vβ (xβ )−E

)
U(x,y) =− ∑

β 6=α
Vβ (xβ )ΦK0

α
(xα ,yα), (4.33)

sinceV as
α (yα) = 0 and the functionΦK0

α
(xα ,yα ) is the solution to the equation

(H0+Vα(xα)−E)ΦK0
α
(xα ,yα) = 0 . (4.34)

The driven equation (4.33) is then suitable for the complex scaling approach.
The scattering wave functionΨ(x,y) for the system of three neutral particles
satisfies the asymptotic expressions (4.28), (4.29) and (4.30) if one equates
all Sommerfeld parameters in these formulas to zero. Therefore, the function
U(x,y) in all asymptotic regions behaves as a superposition of purely outgo-
ing waves. Thus, after the complex scaling, the equation (4.33) can be prac-
tically implemented with zero boundary conditions. The approach of Nuttall
and Cohen [8] can be applied in the case where the pairwise potentialsVβ (xβ ),
β 6=α, are of finite range or exponentially decrease at infinity. Ifthe potentials
are of long range but decrease at infinity faster thanr−2 then exterior complex
scaling together with the cut-off potentials can be appliedas described in the
paper of Rescignoet al [9].

The presence of the Coulomb potential renders the simple approach de-
scribed above irrelevant. Therefore, the splitting procedure for the long range
part of the potentials should be developed by analogy with the case of two
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body Coulomb scattering. For the realization of this procedure, it is conve-
nient to introduce the step function

χR(yα) = 1(0), when yα ≤ R(yα > R),

and the complement step functionχR(yα) = 1− χR(yα). The Hamiltonian
defined in (4.8) can be represented as

H = H0+Vα(xα )+ χR(yα) ∑
β 6=α

Vβ (xβ )+ χR(yα ) ∑
β 6=α

Vβ (xβ ). (4.35)

Note that only the potential describing the interaction between the incident
particle α and the target bound pair{β ,γ} is split rather than the total in-
teraction potential. The scattering-on-tail function is then introduced as the
solution to the Schrödinger equation

[
H0+Vα(xα)+ χR(yα ) ∑

β 6=α
Vβ (xβ )−E

]
ΦR

α(xα ,yα ) = 0 (4.36)

obeying the asymptotic condition

ΦR
α(xα ,yα)∼ ΦK0

α
(xα ,yα)+Ψsc(xα ,yα), (4.37)

asyα → ∞. This condition incorporates the incident wave (4.21). The function
Ψsc(xα ,yα) is the superposition of the purely outgoing waves.

In order to construct the functionΦR
α(xα ,yα) the two regions, (yα ≤ R) and

(yα > R), should be considered separately. In the region (yα ≤ R) the equation
(4.36) takes the form

[H0+Vα(xα)−E]ΦR
α(xα ,yα ) = 0. (4.38)

In the region where (yα > R) the form of the equation (4.36) is given by
[

H0+Vα(xα )+ ∑
β 6=α

Vβ (xβ )−E

]
ΦR

α(xα ,yα) = 0. (4.39)

At the pointyα = R the solutions of these equations should match each other

∂ n
yα ΦR

α(xα ,R−0) = ∂ n
yα ΦR

α(xα ,R+0), n= 0,1. (4.40)

The solution of the equation (4.38) can easily be constructed by the separation
of variables and, in view of both the matching condition and the asymptotic
expression (4.37), can be described by

ΦR
α(xα ,yα) = ϕK0

α
(xα)F

R
α (yα ,pK0

α
), (4.41)

where
FR

α (yα ,pK0
α
) =

∫
dp̂′ a(p̂K0

α
, p̂′)exp

[
ipK0

α

(
p̂′,yα

)]
(4.42)
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is the superposition of plane waves such thatFR
α (yα ,pK0

α
) represent the general

solution to the equation

[
− h̄2

2µα ,βγ
∆yα −

h̄2p2
K0

α

2µα ,βγ

]
FR

α (yα ,pK0
α
) = 0. (4.43)

The kernel of the integral operator in (4.42) should be determined from the
matching condition (4.40).

In view of the asymptotic expression (4.37), the solution to the equation
(4.39) in the region (yα > R) should be constructed in the area where the two
body bound state wave functionϕK0

α
(xα) is not equal to zero. IfR� 1 the

latter leads to the conditionxα � yα . For R� 1 the short range part of the
potentialsVβ (xβ ) andVγ(xγ) can be neglected so that

Vβ (xβ )+Vγ(xγ) =
ZαZγ

xβ
+

ZαZβ

xγ
. (4.44)

Using the condition,xα � yα , the transformation formulas (4.5) and the ex-
pression

1√
1−2zu+z2

=
∞

∑
t=0

Pt(u)z
t , (4.45)

wherePt(u) are the Legendre polynomials one obtains in the leading order

Vβ (xβ )+Vγ(xγ)∼ V
as

α (yα ) =
Zα Z̃βγ

yα
, Z̃βγ =

Zγ∣∣∣S1
βα

∣∣∣
+

Zβ∣∣S1
γα
∣∣ . (4.46)

Here,Z̃βγ is called the effective charge. After these derivations theequation
(4.39) reduces to

(
H0+Vα(xα)+

Zα Z̃βγ

yα
−E

)
ΦR

α(xα ,yα ) = 0. (4.47)

The functionΦR
α(xα ,yα) can again be constructed by the separation of vari-

ables to take the form

ΦR
α(xα ,yα) = ϕK0

α
(xα)F

R
α (yα ,pK0

α
). (4.48)

However, the functionFR
α (yα ,pK0

α
) now satisfies the two body Coulomb equa-

tion
(
− h̄2

2µα ,βγ
∆yα +

Zα Z̃βγ

yα
−

p2
K0

α

2µα ,βγ

)
FR

α (yα ,pK0
α
) = 0, (4.49)
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rather than the plane wave equation (4.43). From the asymptotic expression
(4.37) it follows that the Coulomb wave functionψC(yα ,pK0

α
) should be taken

as the solution to the equation (4.49).
Since the representations for the incident waveΦR

α(xα ,yα ) have been
constructed in the regions (yα ≤ R) and (yα > R), the matching procedure
can be applied to obtain the final result for the incident wave. The function
ΦR

α(xα ,yα) has the same analytical form in both regions

ΦR
α(xα ,yα) = ϕK0

α
(xα)F

R
α (yα ,pK0

α
).

This means that the matching procedure should be applied onlyto the
FR

α (xα ,pK0
α
) part of the incident wave. By its construction this functionobeys

the "free" equation (4.43) if yα ≤ R and the two body Coulomb Schrödinger
equation (4.49) if yα > R. Therefore,FR

α (xα ,pK0
α
) is just the two body

scattering-on-tail function constructed in the section2.5. The kernel of the
integral operator in (4.42) should be taken as the kernel of the operatorâR

in the section2.5. Since in the three body consideration the cut-off radiusR
is taken to be large,R� 1, the leading term of the operatorâR can be taken
in the form (2.59). Therefore, the final representation for the incident wave
ΦR

α(xα ,yα) in the region (yα ≤ R) which obeys the matching condition (4.40)
is

ΦR
α(xα ,yα) = ϕK0

α
(xα)exp

[
iηK0

α
log2pK0

α
R
]

exp
[
i
(

pK0
α
,yα

)]
(4.50)

The scattering wave functionΨ can now be represented as

Ψ(x,y) = ΦR
α(xα ,yα )+Xα(x,y), (4.51)

where the unknown functionXα(x,y) satisfy the driven equation
(

H0+∑
β

Vβ (xβ )−E

)
Xα(x,y) =−χR(yα) ∑

β 6=α
Vβ (xβ )ΦR

α(xα ,yα ). (4.52)

By its construction, the functionXα(x,y) behaves in all asymptotic regions
as a superposition of the purely outgoing waves with amplitudes from (4.28),
(4.29) and (4.30). Therefore, the necessary conditions for the driven equation:
i) the driving term is of finite range, and ii) the boundary conditions at large
separations of particles contains only outgoing waves are fulfilled. After the
complex scaling the equation (4.52) can be practically implemented with zero
boundary conditions.

4.3 Separation of the rotation. Full angular momentum
representation
Direct numerical solving of the equation (4.52) with partial derivatives for
the functionXα depending on six coordinates is not possible even for modern
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computers. Therefore, one has to expand the functionΨ using a finite set
of the basis functions. For a system of three particles with pairwise central
inter-particle interactions it is very natural to expand the wave function in
the basis of the eigenfunctions of the total angular momentum, namely the
Wigner D-functions. The three particles always lie in the same plane.The
argument of theD-functions,R̂, define the rotation of this plane. This rotation
is parametrized using the set of the three Euler angles{φ ,χ ,ξ}. These angles
can be used as new independent variables to describe the motion of the system.
The remaining three coordinates should describe the relative motion of the
particles within the plane. The Jacobi vectors introduced above belong to the
rotating plane. Therefore the new three relative coordinates can be expressed
using components of the vectorsx andy.

There are several ways to define the rotation parameters and the relative
coordinates [20]. In this thesis the rotating coordinate system is chosen asfol-
lows. Thez-axis is directed along the rotating vectoryα . Thex-axis is defined
such that the rotating vectorxα lies in the planexz. The quantitiesxα ,yα ,θα
have been chosen as the internal coordinates wherecosθα = (xα ,yα)/(xα yα).
Thus, the six-vector{xα ,yα} is parameterized by the following set of vari-
ables

{xα ,yα}→ {xα ,yα ,θα ,φα ,χα ,ξα}.

One can show that, using the new variables, the Hamiltonian operator reads

H = − h̄2

2

[
1

µα ,βγ

(
∂ 2

∂y2
α
+

2
yα

∂
∂yα

− 1
y2

α

(
Ĵ2−2Ĵ2

z′
))

+
1

µβ ,γ

(
∂ 2

∂x2
α
+

2
xα

∂
∂xα

)

+

{
1

µα ,βγ y2
α
+

1
µβ ,γ x2

α

}(
∂ 2

∂θ2
α
+cotθα

∂
∂θα

− 1

sin2 θα
Ĵ2

z′

)

− 1
µα ,βγ y2

α

[√
2Ĵ′+

(
∂

∂θα
+ Ĵz′ cotθα

)

+
√

2Ĵ′−

(
∂

∂θα
− Ĵzcotθα

)]]

+ V(xα ,yα ,θα). (4.53)

The operatorŝJ2,Ĵz′ and Ĵ′± depend on the Euler anglesφα ,χα ,ξα . They are
defined in AppendixA.

The functionXα may be expanded as

Xα =
∞

∑
L=0

L

∑
Lz,L′

z=−L

DL∗
L′

zLz
(φα ,χα ,ξα)ψL

L′
zLz
(xα ,yα ,θα). (4.54)
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Substituting this expansion into the equation (4.52) and projecting it onto the
functionDJ

s′,s(φα ,χα ,ξα) one obtains the system of equations

− 1
2µα ,βγ

(
∂ 2

∂y2
α
+

2
yα

∂
∂yα

− 1
y2

α

(
J(J+1)−2s2)

)
ψJ

s′s

−
{

1
2µα ,βγ y2

α
+

1
2µβ ,γ x2

α

}(
∂ 2

∂θ2
α
+cotθα

∂
∂θα

− 1

sin2 θα
s2
)

ψJ
s′s

− 1
2µβ ,γ

(
∂ 2

∂x2
α
+

2
xα

∂
∂xα

)
ψJ

s′s+ h̄−2(V(xα ,yα ,θα)−E)ψJ
s′s

− 1
2µα ,βγ y2

α
λ+(J,s)

(
∂

∂θα
+(s+1)cotθα

)
ψJ

s′s+1

+
1

2µα ,βγ y2
α

λ−(J,s)

(
∂

∂θα
− (s−1)cotθα

)
ψJ

s′s−1

= −χR(yα )I
J
K0

α ,s′,s ∑
β 6=α

Vβ (xβ ) ,

J = 0,1, . . . ,∞ , s,s′ =−J, . . . ,J , (4.55)

where λ±(J,s) =
√

J(J+1)−s(s±1). One can show that the function
IJ
K0

α ,s′,s
(xα ,yα ,θα) has the following structure

IJ
K0

α ,s′,s
(xα ,yα ,θα) = h̄−2δq0

α ,s′
ϕ̃n0

α`
0
α
(xα)Ỳ 0

α ,s
(θα ,0)exp[iηK0

α
log2pK0

α
R]

×
∞

∑
λ=0

iλ jλ (pK0
α
yα)(2λ +1)CJs

`0
αsλ0C

Jq0
α

`0
αq0

i λ0
(4.56)

The setK0
α describing the two-particle bound state before the collision is

specified here asK0
α = {n0

α , `
0
α ,q

0
α}. The wave function of the bound state,

ϕK0
α
(xα), is the product of the radial function, which is denoted asϕ̃n0

α`
0
α
(xα),

and the spherical function,Ỳ 0
α ,q0

α
(x̂α ). For each full angular momentum,J, the

series in (4.56) is finite since the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients,C`q
`1q1`2q2

, van-
ish if the triangle rule,|`1 − `2| ≤ ` ≤ `1+ `2, is not satisfied. The spherical
Bessel function,jλ , is defined in AppendixA.

The set of equations (4.55) obtained after the complex scaling step can be
solved numerically using the full angular momentum complexexterior scaling
code (FAMCES) developed in the last few years by the theoretical group of
the Molecular Physics Division of Stockholm University.
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5. Overview of papers

5.1 Paper I
The single channel two body scattering problem is consideredin this paper in
the framework of partial wave decomposition. The potential splitting approach
is suggested to extent the exterior complex scaling approach first applied by
Rescignoet al [9] to the Coulomb scattering problem. The driven Schrödinger
equation with zero boundary conditions is obtained and mathematically vali-
dated. The integral representation for the scattering amplitude is derived using
the Green’s function formalism. It is shown that the scattering amplitude is
completely defined by the solution of the driven equation in the inner region.
Therefore, the driven Schrödinger equation with zero boundary conditions can
be used to solve the scattering problem. The local representation for the scat-
tering amplitude is also obtained. For large values of the splitting parameter,
R, the formulation of the problem and the representations forthe scattering
amplitudes do not include the Coulomb functions. The Coulombpotential tail
is taken into account by using the factorexp[iη log2kR] in the representations
for the scattering amplitude.

The theoretical results are tested on the example of the purely Coulomb
interaction,V(r) = 2r−1, and the Coulomb interaction plus the short-range
term,V(r) = 2r−1+15r2 exp[−r]. The numerical implementation of the the-
ory shows that the desired accuracy of the calculated data can be achieved by
an appropriate choice of the splitting parameter,R. It is also shown that the
integral representation for the scattering amplitude provides the better conver-
gence asR grows as compared with the local representation.

5.2 Paper II
The generalization of the method suggested in Paper I to threebody scatter-
ing is considered in this paper. The three body driven Schrödinger equation
is formulated for the case when all three particles are neutral. It is shown that
this equation is suitable for the exterior complex scaling.The scaled equation
with zero boundary conditions can be implemented numerically. A method
for calculating the scattering amplitudes using the solution of the driven equa-
tion with zero boundary conditions is outlined. The idea to use the poten-
tial splitting approach for solving the three body Coulomb scattering prob-
lem is put forward since such an approach will lead to a similar three body
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driven Schrödinger equation with zero boundary conditions. It is noted that
this equation can be numerically implemented using the existing full angu-
lar momentum complex exterior scaling code (FAMCES) developed by the
theoretical group of the Molecular Physics Division of Stockholm University.
However, this code should be updated to solve the inhomogeneous linear sys-
tem of equations this approach generates

(H−ES)c = b,

instead of the eigenvalue problem

Hc = ESc,

which was used earlier to calculate the complex energies of the bound and the
resonance states. The vectorb corresponding to the driven part of the equation
has to be calculated while the HamiltonianH and the overlapS matrices are
the same for the resonance eigenvalue problem as well as for the correspond-
ing scattering problem.

5.3 Paper III
In this paper the two body Coulomb scattering problem is examined for the
case where the Coulomb potential has a sharp cut-off at some specific dis-
tance. The problem is solved for two complementary situations; firstly, when
the interior part of the Coulomb potential is left in the Hamiltonian and, sec-
ondly, when the long-range Coulomb tail is considered as thepotential. The
partial wave results are summed up to obtain the wave function in three dimen-
sions. For the potentialVR(r), which coincides with the Coulomb potential for
all r ≤ R, it was found that the scattering wave function is proportional to the
Coulomb wave functionΨC up to an operator factor.

The complete solution for the scattering problem in three dimensions with
the Coulomb potential tail,VR(r), is also given in the paper. As described in
papers I and II, the functionΨR solving this problem can be used to construct
the driven Schrödinger equation for the three body Coulomb scattering prob-
lem. It is shown that in the region (r ≤ R) the functionΨR is proportional to
the plane waveexp[i(k,r)] up to an operator factor. This operator acts as an
integral operator over the spherical angular variables and, in the limit R→ ∞,
the action of this operator is reduced to a simple multiplication by the constant
exp[iη log2kR]. The last statement is rigorously proven in the paper.

5.4 Paper IV
In this paper the potential splitting method suggested in paper I for the
single channel Coulomb scattering problem is extended to the multichannel
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Coulomb scattering in the framework of the partial wave decomposition. The
driven Schrödinger equation with zero boundary conditionsin the matrix
form is obtained. Local and integral representations are suggested for the
matrix of transition amplitudes. The generalization of the method from the
single channel case to the multichannel case is not straightforward since the
non-diagonal matrices do not commute and the scattering-on-tail function
can not be constructed using the simple matching procedure at the splitting
point. Therefore, the auxiliary functionψψψR is constructed first as a solution to
the scattering problem with the diagonal tail of the potential matrix. Using
this function as an "incident" wave, the scattering-on-tail function ΨΨΨR is
obtained as a solution of the integral Lippmann-Schwinger equation with the
non-diagonal part of the potential matrix.

The theoretical results for the Coulomb multichannel scattering are illus-
trated with numerical calculations for the two channel model with the poten-
tial

V(r) = 2µ

(
4000r−8−20.25r−4 0.5r2e−r

0.5r2e−r −0.235+2r−1

)
,

where the reduced mass was takenµ = 1713.5 a.u. This model was suggested
in the papers [21, 22] to describe the reaction:N3++H → N2++H+. The
derived representations for the scattering amplitudes become much simpler
and can be implemented numerically if the tail of the short-range part of in-
teraction can be neglected. Such an approximation is investigated in detail in
the paper. It is shown that the partial wave cross sections are underestimated
for large values of the angular momentum. However, the desired accuracy for
the total cross section value can be achieved by an appropriate choice of the
splitting parameterR.

5.5 Paper V
The potential splitting approach combined with exterior complex scaling
method was earlier developed in paper IV for two body multichannel
Coulomb scattering. In this paper it is demonstrated that this approach can
also be formulated within the adiabatic framework where thefirst derivative
operator is included in the Hamiltonian. Usually this term is eliminated
from the equations using the diabatization transformation. One motivation
for the present study is that no strictly diabatic frame can be constructed for
reaction systems consisting of more than two atoms. Anothermotivation for
this study is thus to find out if the finite element realizationof the theory
allows computation of scattering cross sections in the adiabatic framework
for two body multichannel problems, such as atom-atom scattering. The
generalization from two body to three body systems shows, following for
example Abrol and Kupperman [23], that a gradient term with respect to the
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internuclear geometry appears in the Schrödinger formulation of the heavy
particle scattering. The present method is applied to a realistic model of the
mutual neutralization reactionH++H− → H(1)+H(n) described in terms
of the seven lowest1Σ+

g electronic states of theH2 molecule. The obtained
cross sections are in good agreement with another method [24] based on a
diabatization procedure and applied to the same model. The results indicate
that it is meaningful to generalize the present methodological study from
multichannel two body scattering to multichannel three body scattering.
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6. Conclusions

A new approach to solving the quantum scattering problem forsystems of two
and three charged particles is presented in this thesis. The potential describing
this system is split into a inner finite range core part and a outer long range
part. The long range tail of the Coulomb interaction is taken into account by
constructing a special scattering-on-tail function as a solution to the scatter-
ing problem with the outer part of the potential. The difference between the
scattering wave function and the scattering-on-tail wave function obeys the in-
homogeneous (driven) Schrödinger equation with a finite range driving term.
For large values of particle separations this difference asymptotically behaves
as a superposition of purely outgoing waves. The exterior complex scaling
transformation reduces this asymptotic condition to one with a zero boundary
condition. The driven Schrödinger equation with a finite range driving term is
correctly defined after the exterior complex scaling. Thus, the potential split-
ting approach combined with the exterior complex scaling method reduces the
scattering problem to a problem with zero boundary conditions. Using the full
angular momentum representation one can reduce the multi dimensional dif-
ferential equation to a system of equations with a smaller number of variables.

In the problem of two body scattering a system of one dimensional second-
order differential equations is obtained. The solution to this system obeys
the requirement of having zero boundary conditions. The system was imple-
mented numerically using the FEM-DVR approach described in [12]. This
approach can be considered as a finite element method (FEM) with a special
choice of the basis functions on each element, namely the polynomial Lobatto
shape functions [12]. With this choice, the matrix elements of the local opera-
tors (i.e. potentials) are approximately diagonal with respect to the basis func-
tions. The practical realization of the scheme was achieved in a FORTRAN
code developed by the author. The results of the calculationsfor a number
of multichannel models demonstrated the complete agreement with the re-
sults obtained using the well tested logarithmic derivative code based on the
algorithm of Johnson [25–27]. Moreover, the code based on the FEM-DVR
approach allows one to compute the solution to the second-order differential
equation containing the first derivative operator. This opens up a new possibil-
ity to implement directly the adiabatic potentials and non-adiabatic couplings
derived by the quantum chemistry methods for molecular scattering calcula-
tions without using the diabatization transformation, as this is demonstrated
in paper V.
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An approach which allows a solution to the three body Coulombscatter-
ing problem is developed in chapter4. A system of three dimensional inho-
mogeneous second-order differential equations is obtained. By solving this
system numerically one can calculate the cross sections forvarious reactions.
It is demonstrated in paper II how this system can be implemented using the
FAMCES package that was developed for calculating both the bound state and
resonance energies in a system of three particles. This code was modified by
the author in collaboration with Prof. Nils Elander and Dr. Eugeny Yarevsky.
Accurate results were obtained for some models. The next stepis to apply
this approach to realistic systems of three charged particles. The formalism
obtained in chapter4 for the three body Coulomb scattering supplied with
numerical results will be published.

The generalization of the theory and computer code presentedin this the-
sis to describe three-body multichannel reactions is complicated. First, we
need to generalize the present three-body method to includeseveral potential
energy surfaces and their couplings, i.e., extend the present theory and code
from single channel three-body scattering to multichannelscattering. Since,
as outlined in paper V, there is no strictly diabatic formulation for the molec-
ular three-body problem we will need to reformulate the present three-body
Hamiltonian to contain first derivative terms. Having done this we will have a
method by which we can study a large variety of charged and neutral atom -
diatom systems.
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A. Special functions

A.1 Coulomb functions
The scattering of a particle with the positionr and momentumk in a Coulomb
field, V (r) = Z1Z2/r, is described by the Schrödinger equation

(
−∆r+

2kη
r

−k2
)

ΨC(r,k) = 0, (A.1)

where the Sommerfeld parameterη is introduced as

η = µZ1Z2/
(
kh̄2) . (A.2)

The scattering solution of the equation (A.1) has the well known form [6,28,
29]

ΨC(r,k) = Γ(1+ iη)exp
[
−πη

2

]
1F1(−iη ,1, i[kr−kr]). (A.3)

Here,Γ and1F1 are the gamma function and the confluent hypergeometric
function, respectively. The functionΨC(r,k) for r → ∞ behaves as

ΨC(r,k)∼ ei(k,r)+iη log{kr−(k,r)}+
A C(θ)

r
eikr−iη log(2kr), (A.4)

whereθ is the angle between the vectorsk andr. The Coulomb amplitude
A C is given by the expression

A
C(θ) =− η

2ksin2 θ
2

Γ(1+ iη)

Γ(1− iη)
e−2iη log(sin θ

2 ). (A.5)

A different, and equivalent, way of representing the solution ΨC(r,k) is by
partial wave decomposition [29]

ΨC(r,k) =
1
kr

∞

∑̀
=0

(2`+1)i`eiσ` F̀ (η ,kr)P̀ (cosθ), (A.6)

where

σ` = argΓ(`+1+ iη) (A.7)

is called the Coulomb phase shift andP̀ is the`th Legendre polynomial. The
regular Coulomb wave functionF̀ (η ,kr) [30] obeys the partial wave equation

(
− d2

dr2 +
`(`+1)

r2 +
2kη

r
−k2

)
F̀ (η ,kr) = 0 (A.8)
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and the boundary conditionF̀ (η ,0) = 0 at the origin. At infinity it behaves as

F̀ (η ,kr)∼ sin

(
kr−η log2kr− π`

2
+σ`

)
. (A.9)

The irregular Coulomb functionG`(η ,kr) [30] satisfies the same equation
(A.8) and has the following asymptotic behavior

G`(η ,kr)∼ cos

(
kr− η

k
log2kr− π`

2
+σ`

)
, (A.10)

askr → ∞.

A.2 Riccati-Bessel and Riccati-Hankel functions
The Riccati-Bessel and the Riccati-Neuman functionsĵ`(kr) and n̂`(kr) can
be obtained from the Coulomb functionsF̀ (η ,kr) andG`(η ,kr) if one sets
η = 0 [5,30]

ĵ`(kr) = F̀ (0,kr), n̂`(kr) = G`(0,kr). (A.11)

These functions satisfy the differential equation
(
− d2

dr2 +
`(`+1)

r2 −k2
)

u(r) = 0. (A.12)

The Riccati-Bessel function is regular at the originĵ`(0) = 0 and behaves as

ĵ`(kr) ∼ sin

(
kr− π`

2

)
, (A.13)

askr → ∞. It can be expressed using the Bessel function as

ĵ`(kr) =

√
πkr
2

J̀ + 1
2
(kr). (A.14)

The function

j`(kr) =
1
kr

ĵ`(kr) =

√
π

2kr
J̀ + 1

2
(kr) (A.15)

is finite at the origin. It is called the spherical Bessel function. The Riccati-
Hankel functionŝh+` (kr) andĥ+` (kr) are introduced as a pair of linearly inde-
pendent solutions to (A.12)

ĥ±` (kr) = n̂`(kr)± i ĵ`(kr). (A.16)

These functions behave as

ĥ±` (kr)∼ e±i(kr− π`
2 ) . (A.17)

askr → ∞.
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A.3 Wigner D-functions
The transformation of a wave functionΨL,Lz(x) with a certain angular mo-
mentumL and its projectionLz under the rotation of the coordinate system
S→ S′ is performed using the WignerD-functions [31]

ΨL,L′
z
(x′) =

L

∑
Lz=−L

ΨL,Lz(x)D
L
LzL′

z
(φ ,χ ,ξ ). (A.18)

Here, the Euler anglesφ ,χ ,ξ parameterize the rotationS→ S′. The quanti-
tiesx andx′ are the arguments of the wave function in the initial and rotated
coordinate system, respectively. The inverse transformation is given by the
expression

ΨL,Lz(x) =
L

∑
L′

z=−L

ΨL,L′
z
(x′)DL∗

LzL′
z
(φ ,χ ,ξ ). (A.19)

The complex-conjugatedD-functions obey the following relations

Ĵ2DL∗
LzM′(φ ,χ ,ξ ) = L(L+1)DL∗

LzM′(φ ,χ ,ξ ), (A.20)

Ĵz′D
L∗
LzM′(φ ,χ ,ξ ) = M′DL∗

LzM′(φ ,χ ,ξ ), (A.21)

Ĵ′±DL∗
LzM′(φ ,χ ,ξ ) =∓

√
L(L+1)−M′(M′∓1)

1√
2

DL∗
LzM′∓1(φ ,χ ,ξ ). (A.22)

Here,Ĵ2 is the squared angular momentum operator of the symmetric top

Ĵ2 =−
[

∂ 2

∂ χ2 +cotχ
∂

∂ χ
+

1

sin2 χ

(
∂ 2

∂φ2 −2cosχ
∂ 2

∂φ∂ξ
+

∂ 2

∂ξ 2

)]
, (A.23)

the cyclic componentŝJ′± are

Ĵ′± =
i√
2

e∓iξ
[
±cotχ

∂
∂ξ

+ i
∂

∂ χ
∓ 1

sinχ
∂

∂φ

]
, (A.24)

and the projection of the angular momentum operator is

Ĵz′ =−i
∂

∂ξ
. (A.25)

TheD-functions satisfy the orthogonality condition

2π∫

0

dφ
π∫

0

sinχ dχ
2π∫

0

dξ D
J∗2
M2M′

2
(φ ,χ ,ξ )DJ1

M1M′
1
(φ ,χ ,ξ )

=
8π2

2J1+1
δJ1,J2δM1,M2δM′

1,M
′
2
, (A.26)
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and the relation

2π∫

0

dφ
π∫

0

sinχ dχ
2π∫

0

dξ DJ3
M3M′

3
(φ ,χ ,ξ )DJ∗2

M2M′
2
(φ ,χ ,ξ )DJ∗1

M1M′
1
(φ ,χ ,ξ )

=
8π2

2J3+1
CJ3M3

J1M1J2M2
C

J3M′
3

J1M′
1J2M′

2
. (A.27)

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficientsClm
l1m1l2m2

have the same definition as in [31].
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Sammanfattning på svenska

Denna avhandling presenterar en formalism som på ett matematiskt rigoröst
sätt kan beskriva kvantmekanisk spridning av laddade partiklar. Metoden är
baserad på att man delar upp växelverkanspotentialen i en inre och en yttre
del. Den inre delen har begränsad räckvidd och är noll utanför en övre gräns.
Den yttre delen tar vid denna gräns och har oändlig räckvidd.Denna repre-
sentation leder till en omformulering av kvantspridningproblemet så att man,
genom att använda sig av teorin för yttre komplex skalning får ekvationer som
har randvillkoren noll i oändligheten. Detta gör att man kanta fram stabila
metoder som bygger på denna teori för att beräkna spridningsamplituder. I
denna avhandling studeras kvantmekaniska system som består av två och tre
laddade partiklar.

Avhandlingen inleds med en studie av tvåkroppars Coulombspridningen för
en kanal formulerat i som en partialvågsteori. En lokal och enintegralform för
partialvågsspridningsamplituden presenteras. Den totala spridningsamplitu-
den uttrycks som summan av partialvågspridningsamplituderna. Sedan gener-
aliseras denna enkanalsteori till en tvåkroppars mångkanalsteori. De formella
resultaten är illustrerade med numeriska beräkningar för ett antal modellprob-
lem.

Den i avhandlingen utvecklade potentialuppdelningstekniken generaliseras
så till att beskriva kvantmekanisk spridning av tre laddadepartiklar i
den mening att en tredje partikel kollierar med två till varandra bundna
partiklar. Det visas att endast den del av den totala potentialen som
beskriver växelverkan mellan de två bundna partiklarna ingår i den s.k.
drivna Schrödingerekvation som beskriver processen. Det är alltså enbart
på denna potential som potentialdelningstekniken kombinerat med yttre
komplex skalning skall tillämpas. Detta leder till en sexdimensionell
inhomogen ekvation vilken reduceras till ett system av tredimensionella
ekvationer i en fullständig rörelsemängsmomentrepresenation. Denna
formalism har implementerats i ett existerande datorprogram för beräkning
av resonanstillstånd i trekropparssystem (FAMCES) för att nu, dessutom,
beräkna kvantmekanisk trekropparsspridning.
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